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• Process Validation can be defined as the documented
evidence that the process, within the established
parameters, can perform effectively and reproducibly to
produce a product that meets its predetermined
specifications and quality attributes.

• It provides a documented high degree of assurance that
your process operates under a state of control.

• Modern Process Validation methodologies incorporates a
life cycle approach that links products, process
development, validation of the commercial
manufacturing process and maintenance of the process
in a state o control during routine commercial
operations.

After all what is Process Validation?
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There are guidelines issued by EMA and FDA providing guidance on how process validation activities should 
be implemented.

How do I validate a process?
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Traditional 
Approach

Continuous Process  
Verification (CPV) 

Approach

Hybrid/ Enhanced 
Approach

• Traditional approach is based on assessment of at least three consecutive
production batches using prospective, concurrent, or retrospective validation.

• CPV approach is based on a Quality by Design (QbD) process development. A
scientifically based control strategy, provides a higher assurance of product quality.

• This is a hybrid methodology between Traditional and CPV approach, using different
validation strategies at different stages of the validation activities.

EMA
Guideline

FDA
Guideline

EudraLex
Guideline



The Traditional Approach is comprised of three methodologies:

Traditional Approach
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Prospective 
Validation

Concurrent 
Validation

Retrospective 
Validation

• The validation exercise is executed prior to commercial batches manufacturing of
pharmaceutical product.

• This type of traditional validation is used typically in exceptional circumstances (e.g.
in case of immediate and urgent public health), where validation my need to be
conducted in parallel with commercial batches production.

• This methodology is no longer considered an acceptable approach by the industry.
Exceptions apply if it is used in particular situations (e.g. non-critical process step
being reclassified to critical – a protocol considering a retrospective analysis of data
may apply).



Continuous Process Verification Approach 
(CPV)
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• The CPV is comprised of 3 stages:
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Process Qualification

Continuous Process 
Verification

• With knowledge gained in the development and scale up
activities, the intended commercial manufacturing process
is designed.

• The process design is evaluated to determine if the process
is capable of consistent commercial manufacturing.

• A continuous verification on routine manufacturing is
implemented assuring that the process remains in a state
of control throughout the process lifecycle.

Stage 3

Stage 2

Stage 1



In recent years there have been issued several FDA warning letters referring to:

Historically
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Inadequate Validation 
Procedures

Insufficient Process Knowledge 
and Control

Failure to assure that the process 
remains under a state of control

What can I do to 
prevent this?



• (…) During our inspection, you acknowledged that you failed to adequately validate your (b)(4) API drug manufacturing process. In

addition, our inspection found that your process lacked adequate control during the (b)(4) step. Twenty-four batches yielded
out-of-specification test results for an unspecified impurity over approximately two years. Your firm

rejected these nonconforming batches and reprocessed some of them.

• Prior to the manufacture of process qualification batches, a manufacturer should identify all significant sources of
variability and develop robust controls throughout the operation. Your process validation program failed to

sufficiently address process parameters and other variables in the commercial manufacturing operation to support process

reproducibility. It is essential that your process validation program provide substantial information and
data to determine if the process can consistently produce acceptable quality products under
commercial manufacturing conditions.

• In your response, you also acknowledged that your investigations and timeliness of response to the batch failures was inadequate, and

that process changes were initiated without formal change management. You also provided data from
many batches that met specifications for impurity and identity. However, this data is not a replacement
for adequate process design, control, CAPA and change management, and does not sufficiently support your claim

that your process is robust. (…)

Case Study
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FDA - Warning Letter from March 2018 - Failure to demonstrate that your manufacturing process can reproducibly
manufacture an API meeting its predetermined quality attributes.



1.

With a properly developed and known process, with well defined Critical Process Parameters (CPP’s), reprocessing 
should not be needed, unless something extraordinary occurs. In case variation is expected, the control strategy 
shall state which CPP will have to be adjusted and to what extent within the known limits, so to maintain product 
quality.
(Lack of Product and Process Knowledge)

What could have been done 
differently?
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(…)Twenty-four batches yielded out-of-specification test results for an unspecified impurity over approximately 
two years. Your firm rejected these nonconforming batches and reprocessed some of them. (…)
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(…) manufacturer should identify all significant sources of variability and develop robust controls throughout the 
operation (…)

2.

Even with several the Out-of-Specification (OOS) results obtained, the manufacturer failed to conduct an effective 
investigation and understand how the impurity could be controlled, within acceptable limits, to achieve a robust 
and reproducible manufacturing.
(Lack of Product and Process Knowledge and Inconsequent Investigation)



3.

Documenting your process from initial development stage is essential to assure that sufficient data is available on 
the product and process so you can accurately define the CPP’s and interaction, resulting in the development of an 
effective control strategy to keep the process within the established parameters.
It is also important to define how the process will be documented and what will be documented.
(Inadequate Validation Procedures)

What could have been done 
differently?
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It is essential that your process validation program provide substantial information and data to determine if the 
process can consistently produce acceptable quality products under commercial manufacturing conditions.
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(…) process changes were initiated without formal change management. You also provided data from many 
batches that met specifications for impurity and identity. However, this data is not a replacement for adequate 
process design, control, CAPA and change management

4.

The process cannot be run on a trial an error basis, this also indicates that the base of a solid Quality Management 
System (CAPA, Change Control, Process Design, Process Validation, etc.) has not been set properly or is not 
followed.
(Faulty Quality Management system and Failure to Assure that the Process Remains Under a State of Control)



1. It all starts with adequate and sufficient process knowledge and product; which leads to

2. Proper identification of significant sources of variations; which in turn

3. Helps build a robust and controlled process; resulting in an

4. Effective and reproducible manufacturing operations; translating into a

5. Medicinal product that meets its predetermined specifications and quality attributes and is safe for the
ultimate user: the Patient

So how should I approach 
Process Validation?
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• Develop a solid Quality Management System and ensure it is followed.

• Establish scientifically rigorous Process Validation Standard Operating Procedures and Protocols.

• Quality by Design should be used whenever possible, to prevent downstream challenges and mitigate risk upfront.

• Apply Quality Risk Management principles.

• Document it using clear and unambiguous writing (if it is not written it did not happen and it is not validated).

• Always consider that Validation should not be viewed as a one stop shop, rather as an ongoing process during the entire product lifecycle.

Key Takeaways
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Engineering Services tailored for Pharma industries

Stepwise Pharma & Engineering differentiates from other engineering companies by tailoring its services specifically for the highly GMP-regulated pharmaceutical and life

sciences industries.

The entire pharmaceutical and life science industries manufacturing lifecycle is supported by us helping to set direction, assessing benefits of strategic investments and

optimizing manufacturing and business processes.

We assist our customers from Research and Development (R&D) to Commercial manufacturing.

Our goal is to help our customers to achieve and maintain GMP manufacturing excellence and assist them in the route to market.
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